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MAP OF FLORES
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WELCOME TO FLORES

Flores is one of the Lesser Sunda Islands measuring 17,164 square kilometers. Flores lies in the chain of volcanic
mountains and islands known as the Ring of Fire. Once, Flores was just a tiny dot in the east Indonesian
archipelago, and it is only recently that it has gained a place on Indonesia’s tourist map. Although it has now had
some exposure to tourism it remains an authentic experience without the hustle and bustle of a popular tourist
destination.
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LABUAN BAJO
Labuan Bajo is a fishing town located at the
western end of Flores in the Nusa Tenggara region
of east Indonesia. Its 3000 residents mostly make
their living from the sea. This is reflected in the
busy harbour that teems with spider-like outrigger
boats, canoes of different sizes, sailing vessels,
and motorized boats.
Once a small fishing village, Labuan Bajo (also
spelled Labuhanbajo and Labuanbajo) in Flores is
now a busy bustling center of tourism. It is the
launching point for trips to Komodo Island and Rinca
Island, home to the famous Komodo dragons.
Nearby Kanawa and Seraya Islands are a great
opportunity to do some diving and snorkeling and
every evening at Kalong Island thousands of flying fox bats put on an amazing display

Places of Interest


Komodo and Rinca

Komodo Island is the most visited place in Flores. Rinca, a smaller island where the Komodo dragons can also
be found, is a good alternative to the more popular Komodo Island. The islands’ interior consists mostly of dry
forests, where you can also encounter animals other than the Komodo dragon: water buffaloes, birds, pigs, and
deer. On Komodo and Rinca, you can choose between different trekking routes, depending on your time and
physical condition. All of them start from the ticket office and are guided by local rangers. The shortest trek takes
30 minutes, a medium trek about 1 hour and the long trek about 2 hours.
(The best time for Hiking is in the early morning or afternoon hours as these are the cooler hours of the
day).


Batu Cermin

This limestone outcrop, aka Miror Rock, has a series caves 4km east of town. The main cave is in the centre of the
outcrop – take the ladder walk up and around into the longest canyon, then proceed through a series of chamber
to where the cave open into a towering, narrow canyon. This is the “mirror rock” that give the outcrop its name;
between 9am – 10am, depending on the time of year, the sun shines into the canyon and reflects off the wall, but
it’s hardly spectacular.


Cancar

Between Labuan Bajo and Ruteng, see the special rice terraces laid out in an incredible spider web design by the
Manggarai tribe of western Flores,, these are known as Lingkos.
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RUTENG
Ruteng is a small town towards the western end of
Flores Island, Indonesia. It is the capital of Manggarai
regency, serviced by Ruteng Airport. The population
is predominantly Roman Catholic, but still preserve
the ancient Manggarai custom of caci (whip fighting),
which is usually practiced at weddings, and serves as
a tourist attraction.

Places of Interest


Compang Ruteng

A traditional village 3km from Ruteng has a compang, a traditional cestor altar composed of a raised stone burial
platform and a couple of renovated rumah adat (traditional house). One is Mbaru Gendrang, a ceremonial meetinghouse that contains heirlooms, including a gold and silver panggal, a mask shaped like a buffalo horn and used in
ceremonial caci (a martial art in which participants duel with whips and shields).


Golo Curu

A hill to the north of Ruteng, offers spectacular early morning views of a rice paddies, terrace slopes and distant
montain valleys. Walk down to the Reo road and, when you’re about 20 minutes past Hotel Karya, turn right at the
small brige. There’s a derelicth shrine on the hilltop with a statue of the Virgin Mary on a pedestal. Further north,
6km from Ruteng, near Cancar, is the waterfall, Air Terjun Waegarik.


Liang Bua

Liang Bua is a limestone cave, the site is slightly north of the town of Ruteng. The cave was the site of the 2003
discovery of a potentially new species of Homo genus, Homo floresiensis, the remains of which are coded LB1,
LB2, etc., after the cave. The Indonesian field coordinator of the excavation team, Thomas Sutikna, was preparing
to close up the dig at Liang Bua when the first indications of the important fossils were uncovered. So far it is the
only location in which such remains have been identified, although archeological work in the nearby Soa Valley in
Ngada Regency appears to support findings from the Liang Bua site.


Ranamese Lake

About 45 minutes along the road from Ruteng to Bajawa you pass Rana Mese Lake. Here you can enjoy the view
and stretch your legs. The road winds down towards the coastline with its black sandy beaches and then up
again to the mountainous interior and the village of Bajawa, located at approximately 1200 metres elevation.
Bajawa is noticeably cooler due to its higher altitude.


Ebulobo Volcano

On the road between Ruteng and Bajawa you will see Mt Ebulobo – the stunning views and a perfect conical
shape make this one of the most memorable and picturesque volcanoes in Indonesia.
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BAJAWA
Framed by forested volcanoes and blessed with a
pleasant climate, Bajawa, a laid-back hill town at
1100m, is a great base from which to explore dozens
of traditional villages that are home to the local Ngada
people. Bajawa is the Ngada’s de facto trading post,
and you’ll mingle with the locals as you stroll these
quiet streets edged by blooming gardens. Gunung
Inerie (2245m), a perfectly conical volcano, looms to
the south, where you’ll also find some hot springs. The
recently emerged volcano, Wawo Muda, with its
Kelimutu-esque lakes, is another favourite. Bajawa is
a key base for exploring the region's traditional
villages.

Places of Interest


Ngada Culture

In many of the Ngada villages, their animist traditions remain intact. Ancient megalithic tomb structures, many with
offerings, decorate the terraced village squares. Families erect ngadu, thatched umbrella structures representing
the male, and bhaga, small thatched huts representing the female. These are used in rituals relating to ancestor
worship. Additionally, stacks of water buffalo skulls reveal the importance of ritual buffalo sacrifice to the Ngada.
Bena is the biggest and most visited Ngada village in the area. Just a 10-minute walk away is the village of Luba.
Hiking to the more remote villages in the vicinity of Bena, such as Gurusina, Belaraghi and Tololela, is also
recommended.
Also enjoy the scenic views of Mt Inerie and Mt Ebulobo. There is a great viewpoint in Wolobobo at the Telkomsel
tower station. Pass the station on the right hand side and follow the ridge for about 15 minutes. If you have enough
time you can also walk around the old crater.


Bena

On the flank of Gunung Inerie (2245m) volcano, 19km from Bajawa, Bena is one of the most traditional Ngada
villages, and its fabulous stone monuments are the region’s best. House with high thatched roofs line up in two
rows on a ridge, the space between them filled with fine ngadhu, bhaga (smeared with sacrificial blood) and
megalithic tomblike structures. Most houses have male or female fignurines on their roofs, while doorways are
decorated by buffalo horns and jawbones – a sign of the family’s prosperity


Nage

Nage is a traditional village on a plateu about 7km from Bena, with view of Gunung Inerie. A number of ngadhu,
bhaga and tomb lie between two rows of high-roofed houses. About 2km before Nage are the Malanage Mata Air
Panas (hot springs), where a fast flowing, hot, emerald-green river mixes with a cold water stream.


Wogo

Wogo is a large village with nine sets of ngadhu and Bhaga, ringed by traditional houses. This is one of the area’s
largest and most traditional villages, though a few mod cons have arrived, including electicity.
About 1km further on from Wogo, turn off at the Dadawea sign and follow the track to the left to Wogo Lama, where
vast groups of jagged stones jut out from the ground. These megalithic ancestor tombs are still used in ceremony.


Wawomuda Crater

Wawo Muda (1753m) is the latest volcano to emerge in Flores, exploiding in 2001 and leaving behind a miniKelimutu, complete with several small lakes coloured a burnt orange inside its crater. The crater is best visited in
the wet season from November to March, if the trails are not too mudddy. The lakes usually evaporatein the dry.
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Soa Hot Spring

The hot springs at Soa are a favorites spot for locals, especially on Sundays and national holidays. Local people
bathe while fully clothed. If you plan on bathing in the in the hot springs do dress appropriately and cover up your
bikini or bathing suit with a t-shirt.

ENDE
Ende is a city in Flores. It mostly serves as the
gateway between Flores and Sumba or Kupang.
However, Ende is worth a visit in its own right.
Being the biggest city in Flores, boasting both a
university and a hospital, it has a middle class and
curious young people with good English skills.
Ende is a mainly Islamic town. At the end of the
17th century the spread of Roman Catholicism
promulgated by the Portuguese, ended when
Islamic traders took over and made the city an
important trade Centre. Later in the 20th century,
Dutch Franciscan missionaries had an influence
on the population.

Places of Interest


Kelimutu

Enjoy the sunrise from the crater of Kelimutu volcano. To get there in time for the sunrise an early start (around
4.30 a.m. departure from Moni) is necessary. At this time a clearer sky is likely and the colours of the Kelimutu
crater lakes are most spectacular as the sun starts to shine on the lakes. A later start is also possible - you will
avoid the crowds and the colder temperatures but risk poorer visibility.
It can get cold on the mountain and a sweater or jacket is recommended. The drive up from Moni takes about 40
minutes by car. On the way you will need to stop to buy entrance tickets to the volcano and to pay camera fees.
From the car park, a path and steps lead you upwards – you will reach the first viewing platform in about 30 minutes.
The first and second lake can be seen from this point. From here the path takes you to the top of the volcano. From
here all 3 lakes can be seen, Sweet tea and coffee are on sale here.


Soekarno Museum

The first President of Indonesia, Soekarno, lived in exile in Ende. His former house was built in the colonial Dutch
style. The house can be visited and functions now as a museum where artifacts such as a typewriter, bicycles,
lamps and furniture remain on display.


Woloare

This is a village 4 km west of Ende where you can observe the process of Ikat weaving. Six km further uphill is the
village of Nuabosi with an impressive view of Ende and its surrounds.
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MAUMERE
Maumere is the seat capital of the Sikka Regency and
the largest town in Flores, Indonesia. It lies on the
north coast of the island and the port is in the northwest part of the town. In 1992 Maumere had a total
population of 70,000. The town suffered considerable
damage in the 1992 Indonesia earthquake, with 90 per
cent of all buildings being destroyed. The more recent
Census population is 47,598. In 2005, the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Maumere was established in the
town.
The reefs in areas surrounding Maumere (the
Maumere Gulf) were once considered some of the
finest diving in the world. However, a 2007 report
found that 75% of the coral reefs had been significantly
damaged or destroyed by the practice of bomb fishing,
the use of toxic chemicals in fishing, and due to earthquakes. One priority of the local community and government
is the promotion of tourism. An annual cultural event “Maumere in Love” has been initiated as a step towards
fostering both local and wider interest in the region around Maumere.

Places of Interest


Ledalero

Many Florinese priests studied at the Roman Catholic Seminari Tinggi St Paulus Ledalero in Ledalero, 18km
from Maumere on the Ende road. The chief attraction on these shady grounds is the museum, which house a
collection af historic stone tools, old Portuguese weaponary, and Florinese ikat, with designs and natural dyes that
are either rare or no longer produced.


Watublapi – Ikat Weaving

Watublapi is located about 45 minutes from Maumere. Here you can see traditional Ikat weaving using hand spun,
naturally dyed thread. A traditional dance performance can also be arranged through your hotel.
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